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Active Farmers:
Grassroots support
for rural wellbeing
Building stronger, more resilient rural communities is about improving
mental wellbeing and social connections as well as physical fitness,
believes Ginny Stevens, founder of not-for-profit health group
Active Farmers
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n early 2015, Ginny Stevens was taking
a daily run around her husband’s family
farm in southern New South Wales when
an idea came to her.
“I was feeling sad about the prevalence
of mental illness and suicide in the farming
communities I love,” she says. “But I was also
reflecting that people feel much better when
they exercise, especially in a social
environment. So I thought, maybe I could
make a difference by starting a local group
fitness service.”
And so Active Farmers was born. Stevens
established the first group in her home
community of Mangoplah—a town 36
kilometres south of Wagga Wagga with
a population of 309—inviting anyone and
everyone to join. The enthusiastic response
encouraged the founding of a second class
in nearby Uranquinty.
“Isolation can be a challenge in rural
and remote areas,” she says. “The thing
about exercising with other people at
Active Farmers is that it’s not just about
fitness—it’s also about regular social
interaction and having a lot of fun.”
Our aim is to build strong, resilient
At the time she started the new venture,
communities.”
Stevens was six years into an agribusiness
To that end, a typical training session
career, working as a rural manager at
consists of a series of timed activities led
by a personal trainer. Participants are free
Rabobank in Wagga Wagga. So the classes,
to exercise at their own pace, without the
held weekly, were in addition to full-time
pressure of competing with others or needing
employment. But having grown up on
a farm flanking Tasmania’s Tamar River
to achieve difficult goals. Improving mental
and spent her 19th year as a jillaroo on
health is just as important as bettering
Manbulloo Station, near Katherine in the
physical health—perhaps more so,
Stevens believes.
Northern Territory, Stevens was no stranger
Active Farmers partners regularly with
to hard work.
experts to offer one-off events. Accredited
Two years later—in January 2017—
opportunity came knocking. Delta
dietitian Anna Ross hosts sessions
Agribusiness offered sponsorship
covering nutrition, while
and partnership, and Stevens
wellbeing practitioner Narelle
decided to leave her day job
Hunter runs workshops
to focus on developing and
about mindfulness, stress
Active Farmers runs
expanding the program.
management and sleep
regular challenges to hone
Today, there are exercise
issues, at home and at work.
your fitness, nutrition and
mindfulness. Check out
groups in 24 communities:
Meanwhile, the Active
the Active Farmers website
20 in NSW, three in
Farmers website provides
for more information and
to sign up.
Queensland and one in
educational articles and
Tasmania. In all, Active Farmers
videos, and a link to Dokotela,
a service that organises access to
services about 300 people.
mental health specialists in rural areas via
“Every group is open to people of all
videoconference.
abilities and ages,” Stevens says. “Active
In late 2017, Stevens, who is a NSW-ACT
Farmers is as much about enjoying yourself as
finalist in the 2018 AgriFutures™ Rural
it is about exercising. It’s also about building
Women’s Award, registered Active Farmers
connections: if someone stops turning up,
as a not-for-profit organisation. She’s
then others notice and can check on them.

“It’s also about building connections: if someone
stops turning up, then others can check on them.
Our aim is to build strong, resilient communities.”

4-week
intensive

currently working to reach farming
communities throughout the country,
with the aim of involving as many people
as possible in Active Farmers.
“The news spread mostly by word of
mouth—currently, 100 or so communities have
expressed interest,” she says. “The biggest
challenge is finding personal trainers, as well
as fundraising to meet our goal of expanding
to another 70 communities by 30 June 2020.”
Stevens encourages anyone interested
to visit activefarmers.com.au for an initial
‘get-to-know’, and to find out if there’s a
health group operating near you, express
interest in starting one; or better your
wellbeing through education.
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